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Right plastic for the right market
MORE THAN A DECADE HAS PASSED SINCE QUICKSILVER MANUFACTURER,
QUADRANT, APPROACHED E-PLAS FOR AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATION.
TODAY, THE TWO BUSINESSES LOOK BACK ON THE MOMENT THAT HAS
CHANGED THE FORTUNES OF BOTH BRANDS.
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marketing slogan, the right plastic for the

potential for QuickSilver products,” says
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According to Orson, the QuickSilver liner
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as the perfect market to promote the
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industry. Today, E-Plas supplies QuickSilver

standards in an efficient and productive

Safe tipping in harsh conditions in
Australia’s mining and construction
materials industries is an ever-increasing
concern to many customers of transport
operators and the QuickSilver product
has excellent release properties that
allow for considerably safer and more
efficient tipping operations, ensuring
the load comes off quicker at a lower
tipping angle.
manner,” he explains.“Safe tipping in harsh conditions in Australia’s
mining and construction materials industries is an ever-increasing
concern to many customers of transport operators and the QuickSilver
product has excellent release properties that allow for considerably
safer and more efficient tipping operations, ensuring the load comes
off quicker at a lower tipping angle.”
Six years on, the QuickSilver liner has arguably become E-Plas’ premier
product and has resulted in the company adding another Quadrant
line – Tivar, a floor liner used mainly in grain tippers – to its line-up.
To Orson, the E-Plas-Quadrant union has been the perfect partnership
and continues to deliver for both brands.
Contact
E-Plas
Authorised Australian QuickSilver Distributor
105 Eucumbene Drive
Ravenhall VIC 3023
National: 1800 806 475
Ph: 03 8361 1791
Web: www.eplas.com.au
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